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Professional Windows Live Programming
   This step-by-step guide demystifies the next generation of Microsoft web programming—Windows Live. An exciting new set of tools and features, Windows Live can change the way you design, build, and market web sites. Experienced author Jon Arking presents you with a comprehensive road map to understanding the many hats of Windows Live: business model, online marketplace, development platform, and suite of consumer-oriented web sites.   

   After addressing the overall Live initiative, Arking breaks down the book into distinct sections: He first introduces you to a service or tool, then explains the mechanics of that service or tool, and finally relates it to the grander scheme of the Windows Live initiative. Plus, an array of real-world examples and code samples contributes to a clear understanding of exactly what Windows Live is, what it offers, who it will help, and the many different ways this powerful set of services can effectively work for you. The included showcase web site demonstrates how to integrate many of the major Live APIs.   

   What you will learn from this book    

	
       The generic platforms and languages prevalent among the Live services APIs    

    
	
       The purpose and potential of the major developer APIs    

    
	
       The advantages of combining multiple Live services    

    
	
       Ways to create Mashups with LiveExpo    

    
	
       Techniques for building mapping applications with the Virtual Earth APIs    

    
	
       Suggestions for integrating Live services into existing sites with Live Custom Domains    

    


   Who this book is for
   

This book is for web developers and programmers looking to incorporate Windows Live into their software. A working knowledge of HTML, DHTML, JavaScript, and Web Services is necessary.   

   Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of programmers, developers, and IT professionals. Focused and relevant, they address the issues technology professionals face every day. They provide examples, practical solutions, and expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.     

       About the Author
   

Jon Arking is a Java certified and Microsoft certified software architect working in the greater Philadelphia region. He has been designing and developing multi - tiered enterprise systems for 10 years, specializing in system migrations and online web applications. Jon has spent much of his career designing systems, teaching classes, giving lectures, providing on - air interviews, and writing articles on various technical topics.       
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Engineering Documentation Control Handbook, 3rd EditionWilliam Andrew Publishing, 2008
The wide acceptance of this book has been very gratifying. This work seems to have taken on a life of its own. The publisher wrote: “Your book over the last year has resulted in the most ‘Buy This Book’ links of our entire catalog … It is very well received by the ‘Googleites.’ ” Sales have exceeded 10,000...
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Hardware-based Computer Security Techniques to Defeat Hackers: From Biometrics to Quantum CryptographyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The protection of critical information and systems is a major component of today's electronic business community. This valuable reference presents the primary hardware-based computer security approaches in an easy-to-read toolbox format. The techniques discussed show readers how to perform their own evaluation of new and emerging security...
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Solving Fermi's Paradox (Cambridge Astrobiology)Cambridge University Press, 2019

	The search for extra-terrestrial intelligence (SETI) has for sixty years attempted to solve Fermi's paradox: if intelligent life is relatively common in the universe, where is everybody? Examining SETI through this lens, this volume summarises current thinking on the prevalence of intelligent life in the universe, and discusses sixty-six...
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The Texas Chain Saw Massacre: The Film That Terrified a Rattled NationSkyhorse Publishing, 2019

	Lanza turns his attentions to the production, reception, social climate, and impact of a movie that rattled the American psyche in the wake of Nixon, Watergate, and Vietnam.

	

	When Tobe Hooper’s low-budget slasher film, The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, opened in theaters in 1974, it was met in equal measure...
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Developing Time-Oriented Database Applications in SQLMorgan Kaufmann, 1999
What is everywhere but occupies no space; can be measured but not seen or touched; can be spent, wasted, or killed, but not destroyed or changed? The simple answer is time, and the relationship between the fourth dimension and data is the foundation for Developing Time-Oriented Database Applications in SQL, a fascinating book by Richard T....
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MathThematics: Student Edition Book 3 2008McDougal Littell, 2007

	Hardcover student edition McDougal Littell MathThematics Book 3


	Connecting the Theme Towering talents and amazing facts

	will capture your imagination, as you see how mathematics

	can be used to describe incredible accomplishments and

	surprising relationships....
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